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U.S. GOVERNMENT MOTOR VEHICLE (GMV) SUSPECTED MISUSE REPORT
PRINCIPLE PURPOSE:  IAW DODM 4500.36 and AFI 24-301, the use of all GMVs, including those leased using DoD funds, or from other U.S. Government agencies or commercial sources, will be restricted to official purposes only; e.g.,essential to the successful completion of a DoD function, activity, or operation.  
 
ROUTINE USES:  This form is used to report and investigate suspected GMV misuse cases and/or unsafe driving practices.  The Logistics Readiness Squadron Ground Transportation section can assist in processing this form. 
 
DISCLOSURE:  Voluntary, however, failure to provide the requested information may preclude a proper investigation of the report.
SUSPECTED GMV MISUSE / UNSAFE DRIVING DETAILS
19.  SUBSTANTIATED BY OWNING UNIT COMMANDER:
SECTION I.
SECTION III.
SECTION II. 
GMV MISUSE PROGRAM GUIDANCE AND INSTRUCTIONS
Ground Transportation / Operator Records & Licensing Office will: 
-       Collect the information and provide an assessment for Commanders review.  Assessments will include at a minimum the date, time and location of incident as well as the GMV's make, model, and vehicle registration number. Additionally, assessments will also clearly state the alleged offense and applicable official use guidance addressed in the suspected misuse/unsafe driving report. (After completing assessment, forward AF Form 870 to the LRS/CC within   5 duty days of receiving the complaints)
-       Maintain a log of assessments. The log and unit responses will be kept on file for 6 years (RDS: T24-03R1300).
-       Provide a copy of the annual unit misuse data to FM&A Vehicle Control Program (VCP) for dissemination to unit Vehicle Control Officials (VCO). 
LRS/CC responsibilities:
-       Forward suspected misuse/unsafe driving assessment requiring investigation to the appropriate unit commander within 5 duty days of receipt from the OR&L office. 
-       Annually, the LRS Commander will provide their respective Group commander with detailed results of pending and completed vehicle misuse/unsafe driving investigations with recommendations to improve official use of GMVs.
Owning Unit Commander responsibilities: 
-       Commanders have 15 calendar days to respond to the assessment and identify actions taken to prevent further occurrences (if appropriate).
-       Unit commander responses will include / address requirements identified in AFMAN 24-306.
-       Unit commander should include pre-written questions that should encompass everything needed to determine if the suspected misuse case or unsafe driving practice was substantiated. (Example questions below). Annotate answers to the below questions in Block 20. 
 
--Was the individual(s) conducting official business? If so, provide documentation/justification.
 
--If not, what type of business was being conducted?
 
--Why was/were the individual(s) at this location?
 
--Was it determined the vehicle operator was driving erratically (excessive speed, improper lane shifting, tailgating, abrupt braking etc)? 
 
--Involved individual(s) name and rank?
 
--Additional comments concerning this suspected vehicle misuse or reckless incident.
REFERENCES
- DODM 4500.36, Enclosure 5, 
- AFI 24-301, Ground Transportation
- AFMAN 24-306, Operation of Air Force Government Motor Vehicles, Chapter 2.
- AFQTP 24-3-300, Section 5H  - Vehicle Misuse Program, paragraph 5.11 through 5.11.8
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